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In the aftermath of the First World War, radically new architectural and town planning concepts were
developed for the devastated regions in several European countries. Construction innovations enabling cheap
mass production in building construction went hand in hand with hygienist ideas and changes in transport and
management in responding to the overwhelming housing need. However, the media, politicians and the public
at large often did not comply with these new, radical ideas and demanded some kind of emotional
compensation for the shaken society’s post-war misery, the intolerable urban living conditions and the
industrialization of the world at large. The symbolic elevation of everyday life in order to create a new sense of
community seemed to be a prime concern. For a long time, the resulting traditionalist environment had been
considered a failure by architectural historians because it missed the opportunity for profound modernization.
However, this rather biased historiographical rejection is increasingly being questioned. Beyond that, it seems
that the simple dichotomy between traditionalism and modernity – which has often been the overpowering
image of reconstruction – in fact conceals a much more complex reality: On the one hand, many of the
traditionalist realizations were in fact very modern in their production methods. The reliance on simple forms
of pre-industrial housing, for example, suited the modern demands of faster and cheaper housing production
as well as a healthier living. On the other hand, modernists often tried to legitimate their projects by referring
to historical models such as the medieval town with its picturesque streets, limited size and social unity (for
town planning), the beguinage (for the garden town) or the campanile (for the skyscraper). It is obvious that
reconstruction, in fact, consisted of a wide variety of traditionalist and modernist strategies in architecture and
town planning. For this session on traditionalist-modern hometowns, we are searching for case studies and
theoretical reflections that question the simple dichotomy of modernity and tradition during reconstruction
after World War I, by highlighting the traditionalist contextualization of modern ideas and the modern aspects
of seemingly traditionalist initiatives in architecture and town planning. An international view on the subject,
possibly including transnational comparisons between different European countries involved in the war, and
reconstruction, respectively, will hopefully further our understanding of this phenomenon.
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PLANNING A MODERN MARKET TOWN WITH A HISTORICAL ATMOSPHERE - THE RECONSTRUCTION
OF GYÖNGYÖS, HUNGARY AFTER THE FIRE OF 1917
Tamás Csáki (Budapest City Archives, Budapest, Hungary)
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MODERNITY V TRADITIONALISM – THE 1923 BELGRADE MASTER PLAN
Mirjana Roter Blagojevic (Faculty of Architecture, University of Belgrade, Department of Architecture,
Belgrade, Serbia)
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MUSICAL URBANISM BETWEEN RADICALISM AND TRADITION. A REFLECTION ON THE
ARCHITECTURAL DISCOURSE OF THE 1920s
Florian Edler (Universität der Künste Berlin, Germany)
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THE LANDSCAPES OF BELGIAN RECONSTRUCTION: A BALANCE BETWEEN MODERNITY AND
TRADITION
Caterina Franchini (Interuniversity Department of Regional and Urban Studies and Planning (DIST),
Politecnico di Torino - Università degli Studi di Torino, Italy)

